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ABSTRACT 
Consider the iteration r k+l=~k+H(b-A~k) for solving Ax=b (A is non 
nonsingular). We discuss rank-one updates to improve H as an approximation to A- ’ 
during the iteration. The update kills and reduces singular values of I - AH and thus 
speeds up the convergence. The algorithm terminates after at most n sweeps, and if 
all n sweeps are needed, then A-’ has been computed. 
1. DERIVATION OF THE SCHEME 
In this note we propose an acceleration scheme for iteration methods for 
solving linear systems of equations. 
Let A be a nonsingular n X n matrix. Assume given a nonsingular H 
which approximates the inverse of A. Then the usual iteration for solving 
Ax = b (1.1) 
can be written as 
(1.2a) 
where 
r, = b - Ax,. (1.2b) 
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The residual satisfies 
rk+l = Erk, (1.3) 
where E := Z - AH. We shall update H during each step using rank-one 
corrections. Let us denote the H of (1.2a) by H,+ i, and similarly E,+ i = I - 
AHk+,* We require 
E k+l=(z-CkCk*)Ek> 
where ckc$ is some rank-one projection chosen in such a way that 
rk+ 1 = E,, Ifk = 0. 
Consider rank-one updates of Hk: 
H k+l=Hk+~k~;. 
We obtain 
E k_c1=&-AU&. 
which satisfies (i) with ck = Auk/(Auk( iff 
1 
ok = 7E,*Au,. 
tAuki 
(i) 
(ii) 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
0.6) 
(1.1 denotes the Euclidean length.) It remains to choose uk. If we could 
require Au, = E,r,, then we would have r,,, = 0. However, our best knowl- 
edge of the inverse of A is Hk, and hence a natural choice is 
uk = H,E,r,. 
The algorithm then reads: 
1. Read x0, compute re, read Ho, set k = 0. 
2. Set 
(1.7) 
uk = Hk( Z - AH,)?.,, 
ok = j--&z - H,*A*)Au,. 
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H k+l=Hk+a&, 
r k+l=b- AXk+l 
4. Stop e.g. if rk+i is small enough; otherbvise return to step 2. 
This form of the algorithm is suitable for understanding and analysis. The 
actual implementation to save computational work is discussed in chapter 3. 
It seems that this algorithm is new. At least it is not equivalent to the 
biconjugate gradient (BCG, [l]). th e g eneralized minimum residual (GMRES, 
[2]), or the conjugate gradient squared (CGS, [3]) algorithms. Choosing 
uk = H,r, above leads to an algorithm algebraically equivalent to GMRES. 
Note that getting (I - AH,)r, = 0 and thus uk = 0 above does not cause 
any problems, since then by omitting the update of H, we get rk + 1 = 0. 
2. BASIC PROPERTIES 
The following properties of the algorithm hold for all choices of H, and 
x0 provided H, stays nonsingular. Theorem 2.3 will give a sufficient condi- 
tion for that. 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume H, does not become singuhzr and Ekrk # 0 for 
k < k,. Then: 
(a) Ek+l = (I- Pk)E,, where Pk = Ef_Ocici* is the orthogonal projection 
onto the subspace spanned by { Au,, . . . , Auk}. 
(b) The Frobenius nom of E, decreases. 
(c) The sing&r vah&?s of Ek do not increase. 
(d) The method gives the solution in at most n steps. 
(e) 0~3 PUS 
rk+ 1 = Ek+ lEkrk. (2.1) 
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Proof: (a): By induction. For k = 0 (a) holds trivially with Z’, = c,c,*. 
Since 
Au, = AH,E,r, = E,AH,r, = (I - Pk_l)EoAH,,rk, 
we note that ck is in the range of I- Pk_ 1, i.e., Pk_ lcI; = 0. Thus 
where 
P, = Pk_l + c/&z; = i: qci* 
i=O 
is the orthogonal projection onto the subspace spanned by { Au,, . . . , Au, }. 
(b): E z+lEk+l = E,*(Z - c,c,*)E, = E,*E, - E,*c,c,*E,. Taking the trace 
gives 
and since cli = (I - E,)E,r,/((Z - E,)E,r,(, we have 
(E,*c,l= sup (E,x,c,)> 
i 
E, 
’ /XI = 1 
(c): See [l, p. 2701. 
(e): Since ck = (Ek - Ez)rk/l( E, - EE)rkl, we have 
r 
1. n 
The following shows the continuity of the algorithm w.r.t. initial choices. 
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THEOREM 2.2. lf 3ck = xk + 6x, and I?, = H, + 6H,, then 
I%+1 - H,c+J G K(A){ [I+ G,(IE&+ lAH,lI~~l)~l~H,I 
+ G,IAH,E,l l%l} + 0(d2) 
Ii ktl - xk+lI G K(A){ h+ Cx(lErA+ IAH Id l~H,I 
+ plea+ GWV,lIlW} + 0(d2L 
where 
c,= 
IEkI lEkTkl 
1 AHkEk”k 1 ’ ” = (AH,E,r,( ’ 
and d = ImX( )6Hkl, (6x,1). 
Proofz Dropping the index k, since E, = (I - cc*)E, we have 
~~+-H+=A-~[I-~~+-(I-E+)] 
= A-l[(I - cc*)E - (I - Cz*)E”] 
zz A-‘@E* - cc*)E + (I - zC*)AGH] , 
5, - x, =?+I?+@-A?)-x-H+(b-Ax) 
= A-‘(1 - %*)(I - Ati)ASr 
+ A-‘[(,%* - cc*)Er + (I - CC*)AGHr] . 
First, 
ICC’* - 
Further, 
A6u = Afi(Z - Atl)+ AH(Z - AH)r 
= -AHEA&x+A[I&tiAfi-H+HAH]r” 
= -AHEA&+A[6HE-(H+6H)A6H](r-Aax). 
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ThUS 
+o(d2) 
Note that above C, can be big if /Ekrkl is small. This is due to the sensitivity of 
the new eigenvector of AH, + I corresponding to the eigenvalue 1. C,, however, can 
only be of size I( AH,)- ‘1, and when )E,r,l is small, xii+ 1 will already be very close to 
the solution. This partially explains the stability of the algorithm. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Assume x0 and Ho = A-‘+ B with rank(B) = q are 
such that H, stays non-singular. Then the algorithm solves the problem in 
k, Q q steps. Further, starting with CO = x0, fiO = A-’ + B + C with small 
enough (Cl implies I&,1 < tol. 
Proof. rank(E,) = q. Use the proof of Theorem 2.1(d). The claim for g7, 
follows from Theorem 2.2. n 
The next result gives a “safe” case: 
THEOREM 2.3. Assume AH, + (AH,)* is positive definite. Then H, does 
not become singular, and we have the following uniform bounds: 
where 
(2.2) 
p2:= inf (x, AfW2 
lx/= 1 lx12 + IAHOx12 ’ (2.3) 
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Proof First note that by (a) of Theorem 1 we have 
AH,=Z-Ek=Z-((I-Pk)E,,=Pk+(Z-Pk)AHo. 
LEMMA. Let P be an orthogonal projection ana’ x, y E R”. Then 
2 JPx12 +I(Z - P)y12 
>:(lx12+ly12- (lr 2+lY12)2-4(x~Y)2j. 
Proof. We have 
I(~~Y)l=((~~~~Y)+((z-~)~~(z-~)Y)I 
f IwlpYl+ IV - +I IU - P)Y I. 
Since inf as+bt 2r(~2 + t2) with a, b, r >, 0 equals r2/(a2 + b2), using 
I( z - + = 1x12 + (y12 - - I - P)y(2, 
we get 
m := JPx12 + I( z - P)y12 > lx, Y>" (XP Y>" 
[(Z - P)x(2 + IPy12 = 1x12 + Jy12 - Tn. 
Thus 
m2 - (Ix12 + ly12)m +(x, y)” f 0, 
from which the inequalities follow. 
Now using this lemma we get for lx I = 1 
IAH,x12 >, 
lx12 + IAZZ,X~~ 
2 
from which the bound for I( AH,)- ‘1 follows. The other one is similar. n 
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If the assumption of the previous theorem is not fulfilled we can use the 
following simple check to avoid producing a singular H, (e.g. by not 
updating). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Assume H, is nonsingular. Then H,, 1 is singular if 
and only if (ck, EOrk) = 0. 
Proof. Note first that singular H, is equivalent to: E, has eigenvalue 1. 
Further, 
and because ck = 7(Ek - Et)rk this is equivalent to 
E,q-y(E,-Ef)r,=q i.e. E,(q+yE,r,)=q~yE,r~, 
where y = r”(( E, - Ei)rk, q). By asssumption this is equivalent to 17 = 
- yE, r,, i.e. 
1=7’((E,-E;)Q, -E;r,) 
and since r - 2 = I( E, - Ef)rk12 this happens exactly when (ck, E, rk) = 0. 
Further, 
(ck>Ekrk) =((I- PLh(Z - L)&Q)= (ck, E,r,). D 
PROPOSITION 2.2. The algorithm is invariant under unitary transforma- 
tion of coordinates. 
Proof. Let T be nonsingular, A = TAT-‘, xk = TX”,, b = fi,; then for 
?k = 6 - A”f, we find rk = b - Ax, = T(& - A’;uk) = T?& Also, given fik+i = 
T-lHk+lT, we obtain from Ck+i=fk + Hk+lT;c that x~+~=TX~+~ satisfies 
xk+l =xk+ Hk+l k’ r Hence we only have to check the updating of Hk. 
Assume therefore that fi, = T-‘HkT. Then from 6, = (I - tikA’)Hk?jj we 
obtain TC, = (I - HkA)Hkrk, i.e., we always have Us = Ti2,. However, 
d, = T Z 
,A11 ( - uk 
I-7,*A”*)/kk = T-‘v, 
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for all t, exactly when T is unitary. Then, finally, again for unitary T only, 
~“~6; = T-lu,(T-lvk)* = T-‘u&T, 
which completes the proof. 
3. ON IMPLEMENTATION 
In practice the matrix H, is seldom available, only a routine is provided 
which performs the multiplication by it, e.g. H,, could be the inverse of an 
incomplete U-J-factorization of A. Thus we cannot add the rank-one updates 
to it (this would also destroy the possible spar&y), but we store the 
corresponding vectors separately. Also to save computational work it turns 
out to be more efficient to save the pairs (u,, ck) instead of (u,, ok). 
We have implemented the algorithm in the following form: 
At step k we have xk, rk, q,,. . . , u~_~, co,. . . , c~_~. Then compute 
1” ai=(ci,rk-AHOrk) for i=O,...,k-1 
k-l 
q=H,r,+ c aiui, .$=r,-Aq 
i=O 
I k-l 
or [=rk-AHork- c qci 
i=O I 
2O j3,=(ci,~-AHo~) for i=O,...,k-1 
k-l 
\ i=O I 
where T is such that 1 ckJ = 1 
3” x k+l= %k + 9 + uk(ck, t> 
r k-c 1 = 6 - ck(ck, 6) 
When k = 0 the computation of alphas and betas and the sums are 
omitted. The alternatives in 1” and 2” are used, when it is cheaper to 
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compute a linear combination of k + 1 vectors than multiply one by A. It is 
seen that at step k this version needs two multiplications by HO, four (two) 
multiplications by A, 2k scalar products, and two (four) linear combinations 
of k + 1 vectors. 
To limit the memory requirement and/or computational work in GMRES 
it has shown to be useful to keep only a fixed number of vectors in the 
memory and throw some away during the iteration [4]. Here the same 
strategy can also be applied and for example the rules of throwing away the 
oldest ones or those with least contribution have turned out to be effective. 
The preliminary experiments and comparisons with BCG, CGS, and 
GMRES have shown to the authors that this method can be an efficient 
alternative to those. The results of these experiments will be reported in more 
detail in a forthcoming paper. 
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